Fast facts about Elsevier

18.6 million biological relationships extracted from 1.56 million biological trials and includes 3,200 dedicated open access journals.

Chemistry data points: 500 chemistry research platforms, combines over 275 million unique substances.

17% Global research output: Research journals published account for over 25% of global peer-reviewed scientific output, demonstrating Elsevier’s commitment to quality and public good.

2,900 digitized journals: Research journals available in over 75 languages and cover nearly every field of study.

99% Nobel Laureates: Research published in Elsevier journals accounts for over 99% of Nobel laureates.

1.5 million registered learners worldwide: More than 1.5 million learners in more than 275,000 institutions around the world have used ClinicalKey.

4.5 million articles following peer review: Elsevier is committed to quality by publishing over 4.5 million articles following peer review with the global scientific community.

800 unique visitors: Our 800 unique visitors include educators, students, and researchers.

2,600 institutions served: Elsevier’s solutions are used by more than 2,600 institutions globally.

90m articles and book chapters: Elsevier has published over 90m articles and book chapters.

124m life downloads: Elsevier is trusted by researchers around the world for life downloads.

2,100 Scholarly records: Research articles following peer review are available for over 2,100 scholarly records.

32m Article submissions: In 2023, Elsevier received nearly 32m article submissions.

21m Articles and blog chapters: Elsevier has published over 21m articles and blog chapters.

46,000+ unique visitors: Elsevier hosts over 46,000+ unique visitors each month.

18.6m Biological relationships: Elsevier has published over 18.6m biological relationships.

Supporting the research community

3.2m Article submissions: In 2023, Elsevier received nearly 3.2m article submissions.

21m Articles and blog chapters: Elsevier has published over 21m articles and blog chapters.

46,000+ unique visitors: Elsevier hosts over 46,000+ unique visitors each month.

90m articles and book chapters: Elsevier has published over 90m articles and book chapters.

90m unique visitors: Elsevier has over 90m unique visitors.

1.5 million registered learners worldwide: More than 1.5 million learners in more than 275,000 institutions around the world have used ClinicalKey.

Supporting the health community

600 educational institutions: Elsevier works with over 600 educational institutions around the world.

289,000 ClinicalKey users: More than 289,000 users have registered for ClinicalKey.

140,000+ registered learners worldwide: Elsevier is trusted by researchers around the world for life downloads.

200,000+ unique visitors: Elsevier has over 200,000+ unique visitors each month.

5k Hospital and healthcare partners: Elsevier partners with over 5k hospital and healthcare partners globally.

4m Registered learners worldwide: Elsevier has over 4m registered learners worldwide.

Learn more: Elsevier.com